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strong theoretical approach to any problem. But the
class struggle was a reality, for she had lived it. With
a very imperfect knowledge of Chinese, she yet
shared, in a way I could hardly have believed possible
for a foreigner, the revolutionary instincts of the
Chinese workers and peasants. She had the same re-
sentment that they felt against the class enemy—the
landlord and the money-lender; against the ruling
official bureaucracy, against the agents of finance,
capital and foreign imperialism. She saw everything in
black and white: there was a revolution, and she was
on one side of it—with the other side there could be
no compromise. No doubt this direct attitude made
her at times a difficult person for those who could
only share a part of her sympathies. But all the rest-
less energy that she possessed was bent towards a
single task—to write the truth, as she saw it, about
the Chinese Revolution.
We had met by chance; and had little enough in
common by background and training. Agnes had an
instinctive distrust of intellectuals; the detached study
of a subject was meaningless to her. But we shared
—and this was perhaps the one thing that made her
tolerate me—an unbounded admiration for the com-
mon Chinese people: the mill-worker in Shanghai,
the girl at the silk-looms of Canton, the peasant who
worked his fields (or another's) through drought and
flood and famine, with a patient persistence that is
sub- or super-human. And, unlike those mission-
aries who call this "fortitude," and praise as a heaven-
sent virtue this quality of patience that might be
better ascribed to a necessitous fate, we felt, in this
dumb ignominy of nearly a quarter of the human race,
a theme for tragedy and not for wonder. The pitiful

